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In today’s challenging markets, keeping

abreast of the best practices in financial

planning, learning new financial product

features and the latest consumer trends are

of paramount priorities to many

professional financial planners.

 

As the leading institute in financial

planning, the Institute of Financial Planners

of Hong Kong (IFPHK) regularly invites

experts across the industry to speak at our

conference. The annual conference

reviews and discusses key issues that are

pertinent in the arena of financial planning.

The conference provides an excellent

platform for financial planners to benefit

from the wisdom of the industry’s leaders

and visionaries, as well as enhance

knowledge on the most important industry

topics.
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The financial planning conference was successfully

held on 20 September, 2018 at Hong Kong

Convention and Exhibition Centre.

 

The theme of the conference is “Embracing Changes

with Confidence” and it attracted nearly 600 

CFP     professionals and financial planners. More

than ten speakers, including senior government

regulators, prominent financial experts and industry

figures shared their wisdom on hot financial topics

such as the latest regulatory updates on financial

planning, challenges and opportunities of Greater-

Bay Area, Voluntary Health Insurance Scheme in-

depth discussion, building sources of retirement

income, as well as blockchain technology and wealth

management. The conference saw an overwhelming

positive response from the financial services industry.
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Book early to maximize your exposure!

 

Please contact Kevin Law, Senior Manager,

Professional Development and Training Department,

at kevinlaw@ifphk.org or 2982 7869 for assistance.




